“Care and love to all…”

Regenboog India Foundation
Annual Report 2009-2010

We are happy to share the work we have done in 2009-10 year with you through this annual
report.
Regenboog has completed its 3rd year in December 2009 and now stepped in to its 4th year.
2009-10 was a year which consisted out of
happiness, success and failure. It was a
particularly hard time for the medical project
which suffered a lot of hard setbacks during
this time. But the motive of serving the poor;
motivated us and pushed us to work hard to
reach our aims. During this hard time we
have learned a lot and it gave the project a
very good shape. We were also able to bring
on some very good supporters to the
projects. And we can gladly say that the year
ended with happiness.
We would like to express our hearty thanks
to all
donors, staff,
beneficiaries,
government officials and volunteers for their
interest and efforts towards Regenboog.
Without the supports of you all, it wouldn’t
be possible to deliver these services to the
needy people in the society.

General Information
After 15 months of application filed, we have
finally received the FCRA prior permission in
September 2009, which gave strength to the
projects and team members.
The delay occurred due to a small mistake
made during the money transfer from
Europe in 2007. Because of the high currency
exchange rate (Euro – Indian Rupees) we
have received 13’109 Rupees more than
allowed in our permission. After submitting
the explanation letters the obstacles were
cleared and the FCRA prior permission was
granted to Regenboog. Since we have completed 3 years, an application for permanent
permission (FC8) from FCRA was sent to them and awaiting for the final permission from them.
Major achievements of this year are:
1. Started two evening schools up in Jawadhu hills region.
2. 20,218 patients were treated
3. Mobile clinic service established
4. Started a Pharmacy & Project Office.
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Dear Friends,

This year three children have left our home due to personal reasons and two new girls were
admitted instead of those three kids. So now we have fourteen kids; 6 boys and 8 girls who are
living in the family of Sarasvathi children’s home.
In January, we had a discussion forum with the parents, guardians and management about the
kids. We have informed the guardians about the children’s progress in school, their general
behaviour and gave them a clear picture about their children’s future. The guardians as well as
the staff at the Children’s Home are very happy about the developments of the kids.
The children are all in good health; this is also thanks to the doctor, who visits the children’s
home regularly. The children get weight
and measured and their data is kept on
record for further consultations.
We encourage the children to go home
to their native villages to visit their
relatives and old friends. We think this is
really important for the children in order
for them not to lose touch with their
roots and to know that they are still a
part of that community even though they
are not living there for the moment.
Our children score average results in
school this is mostly due to the fact that
they have gone to government school
before being admitted to our chosen
schools but now they are able make
steady progress. Some of the children of
course score really good results in school,
but what we can say for sure, is that our
children behave absolutely exemplary in
school.
We have celebrated all the festivals with
the kids as they would be celebrated in
“normal” families throughout the country. Several times a year we took the children walking
around the holy mountain and we also visited the temple on a regular basis. The Deepam
Festival has also been celebrated in the Children’s Home. We took this festival as a prompt to
teach the kids something about money. They were given some money to spend on the stalls
and attractions on the festival site. This should teach them the value of money but should also
give them a feeling on prices.
We also celebrated the Independence Day of India as well as the Sarasvathi Pooja festival with
the children. On October 17th the Diwali Festival was celebrated and all the children got new
clothes. Of course the birthday of each child was celebrated with a cake and the children were
able to invite a few friends to the home.
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Sarasvathi Children Home

We have applied for a license at the District
Social Welfare Department at the end of
2009, an officer came to inspect the
premises and she was generally happy about
the standard of the home. Later she
informed us, that it is against the law that
boys and girls are living together after the
age of 10. Therefore we will have to either
set up two houses, one for boys and one for
girls or relocate either group.
Of course we were utterly shocked about
the message and we can still not understand
the reasoning behind it. Heavy hearted and
with the agreement of the guardians we
decided to relocate the boys to a boarding
school up in the Jawadhu hills. They will still
be supported and looked after by Regenboog
until they have grown up and are able to live
on their own.
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We have also installed play ground materials
for the children and a computer was
provided to the kids to learn computer
education regularly. They are so interested
to learn computers. This helps to motivate
their interest in education. Tamilselvi
oversees the homework and tutors the
children on regular bases every day from 5
am to 7 am and from 6 pm to 8.30 pm.

Medical Camps:
This year we have treated 20’218 patients and carried out 169 medical camps in remote
villages. 3 boys have been referred to Pondicherry and Bangalore due to their severe heart
condition. One girl was transferred to the Pondicherry Eye-clinic to undergo surgery. The
camps are conducted from Monday to Friday. Unfortunately we were not able to carry out
camps in the month of August and September because we were unable to find a doctor who
was willing to work for us. The major success of this year was certainly the arrival of the mobile
clinic.
Thanks to the help and the support of Swami Jayendra Puri we were able to hold medical
camps in two more remote villages named Sorpanandal and Andipatti. The Swami informed all
the people from the villages and organised the queues when the team arrived.

A village house turned as a hospital

Jeep used as Pharmacy

The last year we got also big support from the ‘Vazhndhu Kattuvom Thittam’ which is a State
Government Project which supports the poor. They did not only help with some funding but
also helped setting up the place before the team arrives and organising the patients queue
during treatment.
We also received some great support from the Deputy of the District Health Service, Mrs.
Chitra Devi. When she visited our project she was deeply touched and promised to help where
ever she can. She kept her word and informed all the government doctors in our service
villages about our arrival and requested them to support us whenever they can.
From April to September the project faced a huge crisis. Due to the remote workplace and the
long and sometimes uncomfortable travel, were we not able to find a permanent doctor. This
meant that we were unable to carry out our regular medical camps. As a result we only
conducted 169 camps this year. Despite of the missing doctor we kept on sending the nurse to
the remote villages to treat the minor injuries. In October we were finally able to appoint a
fulltime doctor, Dr. Ponmudi. In addition, we also found a pharmacist who is a trained lab
technician too.
The St. Peter Nursing Institute offered us a great deal of help when they agreed on sending
three training nurses to the camps. In exchange they were able to get some firsthand
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Arunachala Village Medical Program

New initiatives:
Diabetes is a huge problem in this country and for some time we were doing Glucose blood
tests. These costs about 20 Rupees per test but unfortunately the test is not accurate. Thanks
to our new lab technician we are now able to carry out urine sugar level tests as well as
pregnancy confirmation and malaria tests.

Volunteer Nurse Jolinda at work

Tuberculosis awareness meeting at Sorpanandal

The local government has asked us if we would be able to take over the Tuberculosis
Awareness Program on behalf of them. We were very happy to take over the program and
signed a Letter for Memorandum agreeing on the takeover. We are now able to reach
approximately 1 Million people with this program. If there is a reasonable suspicion we send
the patient to the local Tuberculosis Hospital in Tiruvannamalai and we monitor and support
the patients after they have been released from the hospital until they have made a full
recovery.
Special camps:
We were contacted by a Primary Health Centre in Karapattu, they had a real shortage of blood
units. We were able to organise a blood donation camp, where we raise 19 blood units of
mainly rare blood groups.

Blood donation camp

A moment of a camp

Thanks to Dr. Sridher and Dr. Ashok we were capable to conduct two dental camps last year.
Dr. Sridher came to Vediyappanur village and treated the AVS School children as well as the
people from the local villages. In addition he also provided free of charge toothbrushes and
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experience. Erika an experienced Western nurse also helped them to acquire even more
knowledge.

Since a lot of our patients suffer from diabetes we organised a Diabetes Camp. Thanks to Dr.
Ezhilmaran who is a specialist in the field of Naturopathy medicine it was possible to teach the
people not only about diabetes but also about a particular way of treating it.
Mobile Clinic:
The medical project is set up in 3 steps. First
step was to go to remote villages once a week
and set up a medical camp. Since we have
completed this step we were now anticipating
the next step, setting up a mobile clinic. We
placed the order for the mobile clinic in
October 2009. After 2 ½ years of developing a
suitable design, we were then able to present
the manufacture with a sophisticated
solution, which suits our basic needs. The
chasse which arrived in November was sent
from Chennai to Noida for assembly.
Governor inaugurating the mobile clinic
Unfortunately there was e delay at HDDIPL the manufacturing company. In the second week of
February the mobile clinic was finally finished. Tirumal, Mohammad Ali, Giri and Kumar
volunteered to go to Noida to pick up the vehicle and drive it down to Tiruvannamalai. It took
them some days including a break down until they arrived safely at Vediyappanur village. They
were given an overwhelmingly heart-warming welcome by the member of staff and all the
village people. After that the vehicle needed some more small adjustment to perfectly fit our
needs.
The State Governor for Tamil Nadu, Mr. Burnala inaugurated the mobile clinic on the 9th
March. Surprisingly the inauguration got a lot of media attention. The news about the mobile
clinic could be seen on television, could be heard on the radio and read in the newspaper. In
the 3rd week of March the mobile clinic was finally on the road and treated its first patients.
At last, after 3 years with no proper project office, we have now an office space in
Tiruvannamalai. There was also enough space to set up the pharmacy.
Conclusion:
45 year old woman who wanted to commit suicide was saved thanks to the medical camp. A
woman with a stomach tumour was transferred to the Tiruvannamalai Hospital and underwent
a successful surgery. After gas stove including the gas tank exploded, a woman got severely
injured; luckily the medical camp team was there to conduct first aid and transferred the
patients to the Tiruvannamalai Hospital.
These are only a few examples of the work the team does every day. Not only saving people’s
lives but also treating minor injuries or raising the people’s awareness for illnesses and hygiene
standards. Our team goes out to serve the poor every day with passion, love and care to make
people’s lives a little bit easier.
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toothpaste for all the children. Dr. Ashok from Bangalore came with us to Kuppanathan village
and the Pudualcoaylo village where he provided treatment at no cost to all the people from
the surrounding villages.

After seeing the pathetic situation in two
big slums located in Samuthiram colony of
Tiruvannamalai and Vengikkal, we have
started the evening tuition centre project
for the children from these two slums. A
group of volunteers are teaching in these
evening schools every day. Each evening
school is having the attendance average of
45 students. In total we tutor about 283
students.
In the evening schools, we teach the
education and also moral values and ethics.
The standard of hygiene in the slums is
really poor. As a trial we started teaching
hygiene and cleanliness standards and we
also tried to enhance the environmental
awareness. This has worked out well the
children are now fully aware of the basic
principles of hygiene and share their
knowledge also with their parents and
neighbours. Further we conducted many
competitions outside of the centres in order
for the children to show their acquired skills
to the rest of the community.
In the year 2008-2009 we ran two tuition centres. On August 3rd 2009 we opened two
additional centres one in Athipattu and one in Mandaparai both in the Jhawatti hills. This
happened after one of the government teachers contacted us and asked for help.
When we did a field trip to the schools up in the hills we discovered that most of the parents
don’t send their children to school at all. There were 90 children enrolled to that school but on
the day there were only 17 present. In agreement with the teacher we then started the two
tuition centres. The Education Centres should encourage and motivate the children to come to
school on a regular basis.
Tiru Centre reopened after summer holidays on June 6th 2009. Jayabaharathi is teaching 6th to
9th Grade students, Mantju is teaching 4th-5th Grade students and Mahalakshmi is teaching 1st
to 3rd Standard students. In average 65 students attend the tuition every evening. The teachers
also encourage the students to improve their spoken English. Each Saturday is dedicated to
drawing, singing and storytelling.
A few weeks into the new academic year the attendance of the students dropped severely.
This was because a Christian Mission opened a centre very close to our Education Centre. They
offered dancing and drawing lesions and attracted many children. Our opinion was that
education is more important for the children than dancing and drawing. We were keen to seek
a good solution with the people from the mission; we even offered to close our centre if they
would start tutoring the children. Unfortunately they did not share our views. Thanks to the
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Arunachala Education Centre Program

Vengikkal Centre reopened on June 15th 2009. The first two month the average attendance
was about 42 students per evening. After that the attendance rose to 57 students per evening.
Rajeshwari teaches the students from 8th to 11th Grade, C. Vanitha teaches the students from
6+7th Grade, Kalaivani teaches the students
from 4th and 5th Grade and V. Vanitha
teaches the students from 1st-3rd Standard.
Every Saturday is spent with drawing,
painting and a small quiz competition. On
Mondays the students take a small weekly
test about the things they have learnt the
last week. The results are registered in order
to be able to monitor the progress of each
student. We organised a teacher-parent
meeting twice this past year, where the
progress as well as the behaviour of each
student was discussed. They also celebrated
the Independence Day of India with a
competition outside of the centre, where
the children could show which skills they
have acquired during the tuition. Of course
all the kids got a prize at the end. Thanks to
these competitions in public, we were able
to attracted more children to come to the
Education Centre.
Special issues
We were contacted by the Forest
Department during the year asking if we
would be able to provide textbooks and
notebooks for the children, who work as
guards to protect the forest from fires. We
were able to supply 70 text- and notebooks.
After a teacher from a government school
from up in the hills asked us for help, he
noticed that only a minority of the children
attend school and her plan was to bring the
children back to school. After having visited the village we noticed that most of the children
came from very poor families who cannot afford new clothes for their children. We then
started collecting children’s clothes, we stitched and patched the clothes when needed and
wrapped them nicely and sent them up to the hills. We then started to give a new set of
clothes to every child who attends school. These attracted and motivated many children to go
back to school. And after some time the attendance has risen to more than 90% per day.
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help of some good friends the issue resolved when the mission stopped their program. After
that the number of students started to rise again.

There is a proverb in Tamil language, ‘Oor koodi ther izhuppom’ that means lets together pull
the chariot. That was proven last year with the huge support of the donors. With their gracious
support was Regenboog able to deliver the services in a best possible way. The major expense
last year was the Mobile Clinic. It alone cost around Rs.2.3 million.

All our account books, receipts and payments were audited by Renganathanagarajan & Co,
Tiruvannamalai as per the rules set up by the Government of India. The same was filed with
the Government on said time. Detailed financial statements are available at our office. It was
also publicly displayed and soon it will be on our website too.
Our major supporters are Stichting Medische Kampen India, Holland, Stichting Sarasvathi
Children, Holland, Verein Arunachala Rising Sun, Switzerland and many kind individual people.

Conclusion:
Another year passed in which we performed many meaningful services to the society. And our
responsibilities have increased since people’s expectation and faith in us also increased. We
are happy with the work of 2009-10 and we could definitely serve the people in the best way
by developing our skills and with the support of all our well wishers. Our big aim for the near
future is a hospital and fine tuning the children’s home and evening school projects. We are
sure that it is always possible with the support and blessings of all the good hearts behind us.

Regenboog India Foundation,
5/34, V.O.C. Nagar 1st Street, Tiruvannamalai, Tamilnadu 606603,India
Tel.: +91 4174 220070 & Mobile: +91 99524 33997
Email:ceo@regenboogindia.org /Web: www.regenboogindia.org
Thanks to Franziska Raimann for text and Erika, Tirumal, Peter Diner for Photos
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Financial Overview:

